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Delivering elective services
I’m always proud of the response we make on the delivery of our 
elective targets year-on-year despite the challenging conditions 
we have faced. I want to thank you for all your efforts ensuring 
we deliver the types and volumes of surgery our population and 
those from other areas who come to have specialist surgery in 
Canterbury need.

I know that we always try to do this in a timely fashion and 
in most instances we succeed.

To deliver on our surgical volumes we have been walking 
a tight rope over a number of years to balance both 
increasing activity (largely driven by significant population 
growth since the earthquakes) and the constrained capacity 
with which we operate within. On any given day we are 
utilising up to seven additional operating theatres in the 
private sector through a complex mix of dry leases*, wet 
leases*, outsourcing, out-placing and DHB staff working 
in private facilities. There are so many people involved in 
making sure that this all works from clerical through to 
clinical staff and for how we capture information. This does 
create operational and clinical challenges to get the right 
patients being operated in the right place. *Note: A dry lease 
– is when we lease a theatre only and we bring our own staff 
and supplies and a wet lease is when we lease everything 
from another hospital i.e. theatre, staff and supplies.

Surgical demand has increased faster than forecast for 
several reasons:

 › Population growth exceeding forecast – our population 
is at a level today that was forecast for 2024/25

 › Increase in Inter-District flows due to increasing 
complexity of surgery and an ageing population 
driving a greater need for tertiary/complex secondary 
activity i.e head and neck cancer theatre sessions have 
quadrupled over the past four years due to increased 
flow from other DHBs 

 › Increased flow due to retirement of key surgeons in 
smaller centres 

 › New destination policies for areas such as spinal injury 
and trauma increase the demand for acute surgical time 
and Intensive Care Unit capacity in Canterbury 

 › New national models of care such as the new Vascular 
pathway will further increase the activity at centres like 
Canterbury.

These increasing surgical loads from population growth 
and complex care being provided on behalf of other DHBs 
are all contributing to the 
increased pressures that we 
are experiencing.

While there will be some 
increased theatre capacity 
that will be brought to 
life in mid-2019 with the 
completion of the Acute 
Services building (now 
referred to as Christchurch 
Hospital Hagley) we will be 
continuing to ensure that 
our community can access 
the necessary surgical 
services by continuing 
our complex provider 
arrangements and ensuring 
that everyone referred for 
surgery has it within 100 
days.   

Many thanks to the 
thousands of people who make up the teams throughout 
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A sprawling tree makes a statement as you enter Te Awakura 

A sensory modulation room provides space for people to take time out

Creative patients have made a splash on the walls in the Mental 
Health Inpatient Unit – Te Awakura

our health system contributing to efficient delivery 
of elective services. From primary care following the 
guidance provided via HealthPathways to labs, booking 
staff, administrators, radiology, outpatients and theatre 
staff, nurses in a variety of roles, other clinicians providing 
specialist assessments and surgery, anaesthetists, allied 
health, our support staff including cleaners, the WellFood 
team, orderlies and the list goes on. Providing planned and 
acute specialist surgery and procedures makes up a large 
part of our workload. 

Last year we undertook 32,501 surgical procedures, the 
second highest number of surgical procedures undertaken 
by any DHB in New Zealand – that’s a lot of lives and 
families we’ve helped. Canterbury performed the second 
highest number of surgeries (in house) and the second 
highest surgeries in total (in house and outsourced) – this 
includes acute, arranged, and elective surgery Providing 
timely access to surgery – both planned (elective) and un-
planned (acute) – is important, life-changing work. 

Thanks again for your contribution.

Hillmorton – the other side of the story
I’ve been contacted by a number of staff following the 
publication of a story about Hillmorton in the media on 
Saturday. It painted a pretty gloomy picture. While we are 
faced with many challenging facility issues there are no 
quick or easy fixes.

At present planning is advanced for new facilities for 
specialist services to move from The Princess Margaret 
Hospital to the Hillmorton site. We are in the early stages 
of planning four new ‘pods’ to increase the capacity of our 
Assessment Treatment and Rehabilitation (A, T & R) Unit. 
We will soon be going out to call for Requests for Proposals 
to provide an additional eight adult acute care beds in the 
community – this will make a difference to the workload 
on staff in Te Awakura, our acute adult inpatient unit. We 
are looking at how we can quickly re-model some spaces 
in existing facilities to create some additional sensory 
modulation rooms where people can take time out. We are 
also talking about longer-term master planning for the site 
to identify the priority areas for redevelopment.

The vege garden in one of the Courtyards at Te Awakura
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Boring corridors be gone! Another stunning mural at Te Awakura 

The Hillmorton Hospital campus is made up of a large number of 
buildings of various ages, with many constructed in the 60s and 70s  

Patient artwork brightens up the walls in Te Awakura

We will continue to work with staff and unions to 
improve the safety of those working in mental health. 

In the meantime, I want to reiterate my thanks to the 
incredible staff who choose to work in mental health. 
In many cases you are caring for and supporting 
people who have complex needs and can present 
extreme challenges for our teams who are dedicated, 
caring and professional. A special thanks to the 
maintenance team who are on call 24/7 to keep the 
facilities operational and also to Ron the gardener 
who keeps the grounds looking amazing.

David Meates 
CEO Canterbury  District Health Board

Haere ora, haere pai

Go with wellness, go with care

The leaves on this tree contain messages from former patients

Space to take a break at the back of the Admin building behind the Avon café 
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Coronary Care Unit, Christchurch 
Hospital

I would like to take this opportunity 
to reflect on my arrival in the 
middle of the night at Christchurch 
Hospital. I immediately felt warm, 
comfortable and in professional 
safe hands. The doctors showed 
confidence, compassion and were 
easy to understand when explaining 
things. When I was first admitted 
I immediately noticed and felt the 
empathy from the nursing staff who 
attended me. They were very caring 
and compassionate. My thought was, 
these nurses who attended would 
have been handpicked. In particular 
Delia O’Malley stood out exceptionally, 
also Robyn. A very big thank you 
to Dr Matt Daly for his competent 
expertise and for making me feel 
knowledgeable and secure in what he 
was going to do during the procedure 
that was to follow. At all times Dr 
Daly and all the staff displayed strong 
work ethics. My sincere thanks and 
gratitude to all the Coronary Care Unit 
and Christchurch Hospital.

Ward CG, Brain Injury Rehabilitation 
Service

A huge thank you to the staff on ward 
CG. My husband received the best 
care and the staff were fantastic. He 
cannot say enough about how grateful 
he is to them all.

Canterbury Health Laboratories, 
Christchurch Hospital 

I’m very impressed with the service 
I had from laboratories today. I had a 

routine blood test this morning and 
I had a text from my GP at 3pm with 
the results. Very impressed with the 
quick turnaround.

Ward 15, Christchurch Hospital

It was as if I had been on a week’s 
holiday. Thanks to all who looked after 
me. They were all wonderful. 

Dr Terran Nowlan, Hagley Outpatients, 
Christchurch Hospital

I was seen by Dr Terran Nowlan... He 
was just so lovely and took his time 
going through my history. Asked 
thorough questions, went to great 
lengths to explain his diagnosis and 
suggestions for further treatment and 
made sure I understood everything 
properly. I was so impressed. He was 
kind, respectful and treated me with 
dignity, but was at the same time so 
professional. At no time did I feel like 
I was an idiot wasting his time. I left 
the appointment feeling good and 
fully informed after a very positive 
experience. Thank you so much 
Terran. You were awesome.

Ward 19, Christchurch Hospital

Exceptional care from carers and 
nurses in a very busy ward. So 
grateful, many thanks.

Ward D1, Burwood Hospital

The nurses and doctors on this ward 
have been absolutely wonderful 
with my mother. Nothing is too 
much trouble. They are all very kind, 
attentive and patient despite being 
busy. It is reassuring knowing she is 

getting such good care. Thank you.

Medical Day Unit, Christchurch 
Hospital

I have attended this unit over the 
past 12 months for various treatments 
for my conditions. The staff in this 
unit have been so professional and 
caring on all of my visits. Requesting 
anything was never a problem to them 
and making me comfortable for at 
times long periods of treatment was 
a priority. I wish to thank them for 
making my many visits bearable.

Ward 14, Christchurch Hospital

Thank you for your wonderful service 
to me during my stay.

Madhu Chand, Polly, Kate Gibson, 
Kate Fairbain, Robin and others, Ward 
27, Christchurch Hospital

Dear all, what wonderful people you 
are, so thoughtful and caring. Also a 
special thanks to the lady who took 
me to the car, she was so kind. Please 
also pass on my thanks to the staff at 
the front entrance for their great help.

Nurse Joan Cuthbertson, Oxford 
Hospital

I have been a patient at Oxford 
Hospital for a few weeks. I wish to 
make some compliments about my 
Nurse Joan Cuthbertson who is an 
excellent nurse, very efficient, kind, 
caring and very knowledgeable. 
She made me feel at ease and 
safe. Nothing was a bother, she is 
exceptional.

Bouquets
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Ward B1, Burwood Hospital

Thanks to all the lovely B1 staff and 
helpful team that cared for our Dad 
and for the great assistance in getting 
him into residential care. You are 
wonderful. Many thanks.

Penny, Ward 20, Christchurch Hospital

While in Ward 20 the nurses were 
constantly checking up on my surgery 
wound for any changes. I really want 

to commend Nurse Penny, as on 
her shift she picked up a change in 
colour of my wound and immediately 
alerted the doctors and it was brought 
to the attention of my surgeon and I 
was taken straight back to surgery. I 
will be forever grateful to Penny for 
acting so quickly as if left unnoticed 
the results would have been totally 
different. Thank you Penny. Speaking 
of nurses – my stay in hospital was 

made so much easier, pleasant and 
friendly as every nurse I had was so 
efficient, reassuring, kind and friendly. 
As for the surgeons, I thanked them 
personally and all the doctors were 
very professional. 

The Library
“Quit or persist    — it's all in the brain” – a researcher at University of Otago is seeking to understand the signals in our brain 
that tell us to stop or continue with something, from simple instances such as stopping eating when we’re full to why some 
find it easier than others to quit smoking. The research is part of a Marsden-funded project called “Quit or persist – the 
neural mechanisms of forfeit behaviour.” From Radio New Zealand, published online: 2 May 2018.

“President Trump’s Mental Health — Is It Morally Permissible for Psychiatrists to Comment?” – in the wake of the US 
President’s former doctor admitting he let Trump dictate his own health report, a look back at this Trump-inspired article 
on whether health professionals should be offering diagnostic opinions on public figures they have never examined. From 
The New England Journal of Medicine, published online: 1 February 2018. 

“Doctors still least compliant with cleaning hands” – hand hygiene has improved overall since 2012 when auditing began 
but recent audits have doctors slipping back to seventh our of eight health care worker groups in terms of compliance to 
the World Health Organisation’s “five moments” of hand hygiene. From HealthCentral.nz, published online: 3May 2018. 

If you want to submit content to The Library email communications@cdhb.health.nz.
To learn more about the-real life library for Canterbury DHB:

 › Visit: www.otago.ac.nz/christchurch/library
 › Phone: +64 3 364 0500
 › Email: librarycml.uoc@otago.ac.nz

If you have a story idea or want to provide feedback on CEO Update we would love to hear from you! Please email 
us at communications@cdhb.health.nz. Please note the deadline for story submissions is midday Thursday. 

If you’re a non-staff member and you want to subscribe to receive this newsletter every week please subscribe here.

https://www.radionz.co.nz/national/programmes/ourchangingworld/audio/2018642947/quit-or-persist-it-s-all-in-the-brain
https://www.nejm.org/doi/full/10.1056/NEJMp1714828
http://healthcentral.nz/doctors-still-least-compliant-with-cleaning-hands/
mailto:communications%40cdhb.health.nz.?subject=
http://www.otago.ac.nz/christchurch/library
mailto:librarycml.uoc@otago.ac.nz
mailto:communications@cdhb.health.nz
mailto:communications@cdhb.health.nz?subject=Subscription%20to%20CEO%20Update
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Facilities Fast Facts
Christchurch Outpatients
The photo below shows the Antigua Street view of the 
Christchurch Outpatients looking between the Health 
Research Education Facility and Terrace House. The orange 
detailing matches the “eyebrows” in place on the front of 
the building. 

Acute Services building
This photo (below) shows the observation bed bays within 
the new Emergency Department on the Ground Floor 
of the west podium of the Acute Services building. The 
department has been designed to have easy access to 
inpatient wards, diagnostic services, mortuary, blood bank, 
clinical support services such as pharmacy and amenities 
such as a cafeteria or vending machines. The internal 
planning of the area revolved around a concept known as a 
‘hot’ model where highest acuity (hottest) patients are front 
of the house radiating to the cooler back of house areas.

Below will be the main entry point for ambulances that 
leads into a central triage area so patients can be received 
and assessed without delay.

Work to put in the final panels along the Tuam Street 
section of the building means the north side of Tuam Street 
will be closed for construction work on Wednesday for 
around two weeks. If you catch the Purple or Yellow bus 
line from the Tuam Street stop, you’ll need to catch your 
bus on Rolleston Avenue outside the Christchurch Hospital. 
The stop for the Orange line has moved on Hagley Avenue. 
There will be signage in the area.

Christchurch Hospital campus and 
surrounds
The white oxygen tank outside Christchurch Women’s was 
removed last weekend so work on the link between the 
Acute Services building and Christchurch Women’s can 
continue.
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Canterbury DHB trialling Ko–rero Mai 
project to help deteriorating patients 
Patients and whānau are being empowered to contribute to 
patient care with a new project aimed at recognising and 
responding more quickly to deteriorating patients.

The second workstream of the Health Quality & Safety 
Commission’s (HQSC) national Patient Deterioration 
project, Kōrero Mai (Talk to me), aims to give patients and 
whānau a clear process for escalating their concerns when 
they believe a patient is rapidly deteriorating. 

The Paediatric Medicine Department at Christchurch 
Hospital has been selected as a pilot site for this project, 
along with Waitemata, Southern Cross and Bay of Plenty 
hospitals. The project will then be adapted and rolled out 
into adult areas across Canterbury DHB. It is strongly 
supported by the South Island Alliance, which is keen 
to consider the findings from the Christchurch pilot as 
a blueprint to rolling out a system to other South Island 
facilities. 

Executive Sponsor of the project, Susan Wood, Director 
Quality and Patient Safety, says the project has come 
about because some families have not felt listened to or 
acknowledged when raising concerns about their loved 
one’s clinical condition and this can delay treatment.

“We’re recognising that whānau are ideally placed to identify 
signs of clinical deterioration because they know the patient 
well and can recognise subtle changes or signs of distress 
and are often able to be at a bedside for long periods.”

Empowering people to talk to clinical staff and feel 
confident that they will be listened to offers a powerful 
complement to our staff’s work to catch patient 
deterioration as early as possible, she says.

Internationally it has been proven that providing a clear, 
easy-to-use way, for patients and families to raise the alarm 

of a sudden worsening in condition can prevent delays in 
providing medical help, while also having minimal impact 
on the workload of the healthcare team. 

“Based on seeing similar systems at work on overseas 
hospitals, we can say that it may create an additional call 
every two months for Child Health.

“Each time this escalation process is initiated it’s a chance 
for us to learn and as a pilot site we have a chance to work 
collaboratively across teams and with consumers to work 
out the most effective way to do this to deliver the best 
outcomes for our patients,” Susan says.

Since December 2017, a project team inclusive of consumer 
representatives have been talking with parents, nurses 
and medical staff in Child Health about their experiences 
of when a parent or caregiver is concerned their child is 
rapidly deteriorating. Further work is planned to explore 
patient, whanau and staff experiences within adult in-
patient settings. 

The team is currently considering ideas to jointly create a 
pathway for patients and whānau to raise concerns when 
there is sudden change in their child’s condition, which may 
include an escalation tool. Once agreement is reached on 
what is the best course of action, this will be piloted in the 
Paediatric High Dependency Unit before further testing 
and roll out to other paediatric areas. Learning from the 
pilot will be used assist with a wider implementation of a 
patient/family escalation system across the Canterbury and 
West Coast DHB’s. 

The escalation programme will eventually roll out to all 
hospitals in New Zealand by 2019. It is part of the wider 
HQSC Patient Deterioration Programme that may be 
familiar to staff through the New Zealand Early Warning 
Score system introduced last year.

https://www.hqsc.govt.nz/our-programmes/patient-deterioration/
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Water filter systems keeping patients 
on dialysis safe
Canterbury DHB’s Bio-Medical team have gone to “heroic efforts” to ensure hospital and home dialysis health care 
consumers are not harmed by the chlorination of Canterbury’s water system.

Water in Christchurch is temporarily being chlorinated in 
order to keep people safe from potential contamination of 
our water supplies by bacteria. The move carries some risk 
of harmful side effects for people on home dialysis. 

During dialysis large volumes of water are used and even 
tiny amounts of chlorine present in water can enter the 
bloodstream. This can cause damage to red blood cells, 
which makes patients feel unwell.

In order to protect against this, the dialysis service has 
worked hard over the past two months to install pre-
filtration trolleys to their dialysis machines, says Charge 
Technician Clinical Engineering Nigel Cross. 

“All home haemodialysis patients now have protection 
against the effects of chlorine and will be able to safely 
dialyse.”

Achieving this required the team to rapidly source 50 
filtration systems, many of them coming from Australia. 
Because chlorination of water supplies was carried out in 
a phased manner, the team worked with Christchurch City 
Council staff to ensure that the units were installed in the 
right order.

The biomedical technicians worked heroically to ensure 
that this work was completed in time and that other time 
critical tasks were also completed, Nigel says.

General Manager Christchurch Campus Pauline Clark says 
the small but vital Bio-Medical team went to “heroic efforts” 
to ensure the safety of people on dialysis.

“The hard work and effort they put in is truly inspiring.

The team with the chlorine filters they have worked on. From left, 
Bio-Medical Technician Selwyn Heatley, Bio-Medical Technician Bryan 
Cole and Technician Godofredo Estabillo
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Turning a hand hygiene negative into a 
positive
Reflecting on compliance of 63.9 percent with the ‘Five 
moments of hand hygiene’ back in Oct 2017, Christchurch 
Hospital’s Acute Medical Assessment Unit (AMAU) multi-
disciplinary team decided to do something about it! 

By March 2018, their compliance rate had soared to 80.4 
percent, a huge leap and one that bodes well for the 
patients, staff and unit.

Charge Nurse Manager Allison Partridge says it’s been a 
combination of using tools that work for them and having 
people who are vigilant about hand hygiene and energised 
with the determination to do better. 

“The real difference in improved compliance has come 
from making hand hygiene part of our everyday clinical 
conversations and team updates. Also our auditors are 
great at providing us with constructive feedback that 
increases awareness and drives improvement.

“We have made good use of visual aids as reminders to 
keep hand hygiene in mind at all times, with hand hygiene 
gold auditors wearing hand hygiene badges and putting 
laminated (wipe clean) hand hygiene posters on the back 
of all clipboards. 

“We also make sure that hand hygiene products such as 
the alcohol-based hand rub dispensers are replenished, 
accessible and well positioned for both patients and staff.”

When collecting data gold auditors have made good use 
of the hand hygiene phone app to make it easier to audit 
increased moments, enabling a timelier picture of what’s 
really happening in the unit.

AMAU is showing what can be done with supported and targeted localised initiatives and are proud of the progress they 
have made in just six months.

If you want to check out some downloadable or watchable resources that could make a real difference to your team’s hand 
hygiene performance this May (and beyond), here’s where you can find some on the intranet: 
http://cdhbintranet/corporate/Quality/SitePages/Hand_Hygiene_Month.aspx

May is Hand Hygiene Month at Canterbury DHB because cleaning our hands 
is the single most effective thing we can do to prevent the spread of infection. 

Saturday 5 May was World Hand Hygiene Day.

Take   Moments to clean your hands to
prevent sepsis in health care

Health workers:

http://cdhbintranet/corporate/Quality/SitePages/Hand_Hygiene_Month.aspx
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Too busy for wellbeing? Downtime is 
Good Time
Make downtime a deliberate part of your day, says the man 
charged with helping the All Blacks keep emotionally fit.

This May, All Right? is promoting the value of downtime 
and encouraging Cantabrians to take some… guilt-free!

To encourage Cantabs to be downtime legends, All Right? 
is rolling out free and fun Downtime Dice. These dice 
feature downtime activities most beneficial for a person’s 
wellbeing, such as getting outdoors and connecting with 
others. Each downtime activity has proven feel-good 
benefits – they’re simple but they work.

For Christchurch-based All Blacks Leadership Manager 
and Mental Skills Coach Gilbert Enoka, downtime plays a 
crucial role in his day.

“Life on tour is hectic and it’s full and it’s eclectic – it’s all 
over the place. So it can go in many, many, directions.”

When Enoka has a day off or time to himself, he schedules 
in exercise and a 90-minute massage.

“I have a very deliberate day that actually fills my tank and 
no matter where I am in the world, I can get access to 
those things.”

Enoka, a keen Bikram Yogi, says taking downtime should 
not bring on feelings of guilt, and should instead be a 
purposeful and positive activity to boost wellbeing.

“The world teaches everybody how to grind and how to 
get exhausted, but no one is ever trained on how to pull 
themselves out of sixth gear.

“I have a simple system. I call them emotional recovery 
activities and they are important for anybody to perform 
at their best. These are just small 10 to 15 minute activities 
that are unique to you, that you schedule deliberately into 
your day.

“They’re like pit stops in a race where you just go into to fill 
up energy.”

All Right? Manager Sue Turner says it’s important to 
prioritise downtime.

“Small breaks can make a big difference. Just a few minutes 
of quality downtime can boost our energy, focus, creativity, 
productivity and happiness,” she says.

“Sometimes we need a gentle reminder that it’s ok to take a 
break, and that’s where our Downtime Dice come in.”

The next time you need to take a breather simply give 
Downtime Dice a roll for some inspiration. It’s full of simple 
downtime activity prompts like enjoying music, getting 
outside, or catching up with a mate.

Find out more at www.allright.org.nz/dice. 

The Care Starts Here team have free Downtime 
Dice to give away to staff. Just visit www.facebook.
com/groups/CareStartsHere and share your best 
downtime idea or email it to carestartshere@cdhb.
health.nz

Chief Executive David Meates rolling the downtime dice

http://www.allright.org.nz/dice
http://www.facebook.com/groups/CareStartsHere
http://www.facebook.com/groups/CareStartsHere
mailto:carestartshere@cdhb.health.nz
mailto:carestartshere@cdhb.health.nz
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Scooter Safari bound to create a buzz
On Saturday 19 May a squadron of 250 motorised scooters will be riding from 
Christchurch to Hokitika. 

Planning and Funding Administrator Lara Williams will be taking part, dressed in 
a well-insulated but not very aerodynamic fancy dress costume.

The Scooter Safari is a charity event involving 250 motorised scooters riding 
250kms coast-to-coast over the Southern Alps from Christchurch to Hokitika to 
raise funds for the NZ Cancer Society – Canterbury/West Coast Branch.

It's not a race, nor is it for the faint hearted – it is quite likely the longest, coldest, 
most gruelling and uncomfortable test of endurance a sane mind could possibly devise – all to raise money and awareness 
for cancer sufferers. 

These scooters are designed for the city and simply aren’t built for long trips, hills or wind. 

“We're doing this to show our support for the hardship those living with cancer go through during their treatment – the 
Safari is nothing compared to that,” Lara says.

“It’s an emotional day. Some riders have had or are currently undertaking treatment. We all ride with family members in our 
thoughts. It’s a fun day but with a serious twist.”

The event is highly organised with backup trailers and pre-ordered pies at the Sheffield Pie Shop. 

“But the highlight of the day isn’t the pies (though they are a close second on a late Autumn day), it will be Hokitika locals 
cheering our convoy into town,” says Lara. 

Members of the public are welcome to see and cheer the group on their way at Mike Pero Motorsport Park (formally 
Ruapuna), 107 Hasketts Rd, Templeton, Christchurch at 
9am. The spectacle of 250 tiny scooters passing will be 
quite entertaining! 

To donate: https://scootersafari2018.everydayhero.com/
nz/lara

Lara Williams with her trusty scooter

https://scootersafari2018.everydayhero.com/nz/lara
https://scootersafari2018.everydayhero.com/nz/lara
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Go the flu fighters!
Every year thousands of Canterbury DHB employees get their flu vaccination. It wouldn’t be possible if it wasn’t for the 
efforts of our authorised vaccinators.

As well as giving up their time to attend clinics and vaccinate workmates, authorised vaccinators have to complete two 
days of training and pass a practical exam.

We asked some of our authorised vaccinators why they do it:

 › Bonnie Steetskamp: “It’s about doing my bit to help 
stop the spread.”

 › Jill Gerken: “My job is to help prevent and control 
infections, so giving vaccines and encouraging people to 
get them is a natural part of that. It is very much aligned 
to what I do. And of course, it’s the right thing to do.”

 › Julie Burgess: “The flu doesn’t discriminate. Even if 
you’re young and ‘super fit’ you can still end up in ICU 
(Intensive Care Unit).”

 › Jane Foley: “We know scientifically this is your best 
chance of minimising the risk of contracting the flu and 
protecting vulnerable people.”

 › Debbie Elder: “The strain changes every year and the 
best way to protect yourself is to get vaccinated.”

 › Emma Lanyon: “My personal thing is I hate being sick … 
who wants to take germs home from work?”

 › Cath Pink: “It’s keeping ourselves healthy, to keep our 
patients safe. Some of them have compromised health, 
anyway.”

There are authorised vaccinators throughout Canterbury 
DHB who are happy to give up their time to support 
our people to be and stay well. A full list of authorised 
vaccinators can be found on the intranet.

If you haven’t had your free flu vaccination yet don’t worry 
– there’s still time! All you need to do is attend a clinic or 
contact an authorised vaccinator in your work area. Visit 
the intranet for clinic and authorised vaccinator details. Bonnie Steetskamp

Cath PinkDebbie Elder and Jane Foley

http://cdhbintranet/corporate/HealthandSafety/SitePages/Occupational Health/Influenza.aspx
http://cdhbintranet/corporate/HealthandSafety/SitePages/Occupational Health/Influenza.aspx
http://cdhbintranet/corporate/HealthandSafety/SitePages/Occupational Health/Influenza.aspx
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Changing the habits of a lifetime
In the latest edition of Hot Tips, Nurse Educator Tracey 
Bruce has shared her personal inspirational story of weight 
loss and the habits that she had to develop to reach her 
goal. 

She writes in the Child Health Nurse Educator Team 
newsletter about her journey, encouraging others on 
“Making Good Habits”. Here is her (abridged) story:

Habit according to the Oxford Dictionary is a “settled or 
regular tendency or practice, especially one that is hard to 
give up”, Tracey says. The origin of the word is actually more 
interesting; it is from old French, meaning to ‘dress, attire’, 
later coming to denote the physical or mental constitution.

For most of us it is an automatic reaction to a specific 
situation, she says. 

“To change a habit takes time and effort, something I 
have really come to understand. Over two years ago my 
GP suggested that I had all the tools in my toolbox to lose 
weight but I needed to add another tool and consider 
weight loss surgery.”

Tracey says the first thing she learnt was that she doesn’t 
react well to being challenged to change and that she 
needs time to assess the situation and work through the 
facts. 

“Many people find change hard because it is about 
breaking a well engrained habit or looking at what we are 
doing in a different way.

“After all, why should I change, it works doesn’t it? In 
my case no it didn’t and I did needed to accept that and 
change my habits.”

When faced with the need to change habits, some of us 
need all the facts, where as some need to talk it out with 
others. Either way, at some stage we need to make a 
decision about how we are going to tackle the change, she 
says. 

After gathering the facts and deciding surgery was her best 
option, Tracey began looking at what she needed to do to 
achieve the best possible outcome.

“All the research I found talked about being mindful, eating 
at the table and improving exercise.”

So Tracey changed her habits to include much more 
walking.

“I learnt in my journey that I can develop new habits and 
even enjoy them eventually!”

She changed her attitude towards food, developing a 
routine with meal times, focusing on fuel for her body 
rather than eating based on emotions. 

“For those busy times, it was about centring myself before 
I ate, doing some meaningful breathing and calming my 
mind down. I learnt to enjoy the smell, taste and texture 
of the food, chew it well, take my time to eat and learn the 
cues of being full.”

These were all habits she had to learn and develop and the 
encouragement and support of friends and colleagues were 
vital to her changing the habits of a lifetime. 

“Breaking habits is hard. We all have valid reasons about 
why it is impossible, but really, they are excuses. I visualised 
my final goal, but then looked at each little step I needed 
to take in order to get there. Just like climbing the stairs – 
don’t look at the top, look at each step as you move up.”

“When I catch myself allowing negative self-talk to go on 
for a long period of time, I tell myself to stop and bring my 
thoughts into the now.”

Thank you all for the support and kind words over the last 
year, Tracey says.

Tracey Bruce before and after her weight loss journey
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International Day of the Midwife 
celebrated
Events were held around the region to celebrate 
International Day of the Midwife on Saturday 5 May.

Gifts and edible treats were handed out at birthing units 
in Canterbury, and units on the West Coast, Kaikōura, 
South Canterbury, and Ashburton marked the day with 
celebrations. 

At the Rangiora Maternity Unit a morning tea was enjoyed 
by midwives. 

A wellness day was held at Ara Institute of Canterbury, 
along with an afternoon tea and a mindfulness session. 
Mothers who gave birth on the day received a pair of 
woollen booties for their baby.

Pens were produced with the International Day of the 
Midwife logo on them and third-year midwifery students’ 
research posters from 2017 are touring the region.

Director of Midwifery Norma Campbell wrote to each 
midwife in Women's Health and wrote a card for each 
primary birthing unit thanking them for their work. 

Norma says she is incredibly proud of all of her colleagues and how hard they work to care for mums and babies in our 
region. 

“This is the day in the year where they are all recognised wherever they work as midwife. Sometimes we can forget to stop 
and thank each other. May 5 is that day for midwives each year.”

Sexual Health Clinic staff embraced their inner Star 
Wars-nerds to spread some lightness and fun on 
Friday 4 May. Around the world the day has become 
'Star Wars Day', chosen for close resemblance 
of 'May the fourth' to the wildly popular movie 
franchise's catchphrase – "May the force be with you".

No word on who managed to slip the most quotes 
into conversation across the day.

One of the team's favourite quotes is: "Do or do not. 
There is no try." – Yoda 

Baby booties and pens donated by the New Zealand College of 
Midwives Canterbury/ West Coast region to celebrate International 
Day of the Midwife. The booties were given to the mums of new babies 
and the pens to the midwives

The force is strong with the Sexual 
Health team

Members of the Sexual Health team, pictured from left: Cathie 
Parkes, Angela Milner, Eve Stevenson and Hughena Carmine 
marking Friday ‘May the Fourth be with you’
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‘Falling Leaves’ competition helps 
increase falls awareness
A fun competition held to highlight falls awareness for April Falls month had over 200 entries from patients, visitors, 
whānau and staff.

Organised by Nurse Educator Orthopaedic Trauma service Lisa Bee people had to guess how many autumn leaves were 
in a box. While there Lisa and her team took the opportunity to educate them about falls and promote the falls prevention 
message, handing out pamphlets and discussing the topic. 

Orthopaedic Registrar Richard Storey says preventing falls means preventing pain and suffering for patients and their 
whānau.

“Falls can begin a path of decreased independence, increased medical issues and need for assistance for daily living.”

Any intervention to prevent a fall is an intervention to keep people happy, healthy and active in our communities, he says.

Lisa says it has been an absolute pleasure to highlight falls awareness in April along with Head of Volunteers Louise 
Hoban-Watson.

“People visiting in the hospital loved it and I certainly saw many smiling faces.”

All the winners have been notified. First place went to Medical Laboratory Scientist Ashley Grainger.

Lisa says she would like to thank Project Facilitator, Corporate Quality and Safety Michelle Morland-McRae, who works 
quietly and efficiently behind the scenes and was a great help with the competition.

If you are wondering how many leaves were in the box the answer is 294.

From left, Nurse Educator Orthopaedic Trauma Service Lisa Bee, Orthopaedic Registrar Richard Storey, and Jenna Hoban Watson
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Night of fun and food at MasterChef 
Challenge contest
Over 70 staff from the Radiology and 
Emergency departments turned out 
for the HiFIVE MasterChef Challenge 
competition.

The evening was created so that staff 
of the two departments could get 
together and have fun while working 
in teams to create a two-course meal 
and compete for the MasterChef title. 

“It's about working with people you 
may not have met before and getting 
to know them outside of the working 
environment. You have an enormous 
amount of fun working together,” 
says Emergency Department Clerical 
Officer Karen Brown.

This then translates into the work 
environment and improves the ability 
to work as a team which translates 
into better patient care. 

“It really improves team culture and 
camaraderie.” 

The team work was just as awesome 
as the food, she says. 

“Our two departments love the 
pressure in the kitchen and at work, 
it was a really enjoyable night, with 
great team members.”

Eight teams took part in the event 
which was held in the Christchurch 
Boys’ High School kitchen. The 
dishes created included Moroccan 
lamb, lamb curry, roast lamb, Asian 
dumplings, lamb burgers, lemon 
meringue pie, pavlova roll and chocolate mousse. 

The Blue team won with their delicious Moroccan lamb and homemade naan bread.

HiFIVE is a programme that’s been created by staff so that the Emergency Department and Radiology can have fun and 
come together as one group. There are five teams in HiFIVE, one for each finger of the hand. The name was chosen to 
represent the following aims: H – Heart, F – Friendships,  I – Inspiration, V – Vitality, and E – Exercise/Energise.

HiFIVE is a fantastic initiative in the spirit of Care Starts Here, an ethos for Canterbury DHB centred on doing the right 
thing, being and staying well and valuing everyone. You can see updates about HiFIVE and often invites to join their many 
fun activities at www.facebook.com/groups/CareStartsHere

From left, Orange Team, which was placed third, the Blue Team who won first place and Sean’s 
Pink Flamingos who got second

The meals being viewed before judging

http://www.facebook.com/groups/CareStartsHere
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One minute with… Ian Shields, 
Production Engineer 
What does your job involve? 

I spend my day in the Operations Centre in Parkside, 
Christchurch Hospital, working with our health system 
data. I work with clinicians and managers and help them to 
tell their story by pulling together operational dashboards, 
Signals from Noise viewers (an electronic programme 
tracking live patient data), reports and applications using 
a piece of software called Collaborative Insight Manager 
(CIM), which came out of HP Labs in the United States. If 
you can see it, you can have a conversation about it… and 
make it better! 

Why did you choose to work in this field? 

In June 2013 I was working as a Production Engineer in the 
Business Development Unit. I was asked to make the invisible 
visible by creating an Operations Centre. After the project 
was delivered in October of that year, I was asked to “stay 
on for a bit” and I have been living the dream ever since. 

What do you like about it? 

I wear two professional hats, Information Technology and 
Operations Research. These two disciplines need data and 
people to bring them alive; I have both in equal measure! 
What more could I want? There have been many people who 
have passed through the Operations Centre, from Canterbury 
DHB and beyond, and I love telling the story about how our 
health system is performing using the tools that have been 
created. I enjoy every single every minute of it!

What are the challenging bits? 

The challenging bit is “joining everything up” to paint a 
coherent picture. As a health system we too often make 
the mistake of working in silos. We need to start looking 
through the business to tell the whole story. All IT systems 
need to tell the same story and not the story according to 
one particular part of it! There are some great opportunities 
out there! 

Who inspires you?

Not one person but anyone who against all the odds makes 
a positive difference. One example is Alan Turing, the father 
of computing. He cracked the Enigma code in World War 
II by developing a programmable machine at Bletchley 
Park in the UK. Some of the military officers involved with 
the project did not believe in Turing’s ideas and wanted to 
stop his work. However, he persisted by working around all 
the obstacles put in his way even enlisting the support of 
Churchill. He believed in what he was doing and his work 
ultimately shortened the war. 

What do Canterbury DHB’s 
values (Care and respect 
for others, Integrity in all 
we do and Responsibility 
for outcomes) mean to you 
in your role?

Analysts (I am one) are too 
quick to tell clinicians and 
managers the answer to 
their problem(s). My role 
is not to tell colleagues the 
answer but to help them 
understand the question. It is the job of the clinician or the 
manager to come up with the answer. 

One of the best books I have read was…

Best is a very subjective term. So after much deliberation, 
the best book I have ever read is My Giant Story Book. It is 
a collection of traditional children’s stories that my parents 
bought me for Christmas 1973. I had a great childhood – 
happy times! 

If I could be anywhere in the world right now it would be…

My happy place is on the porch at Château Latuc, which 
is situated deep in the heart of rural Southwest France 
near Cahors in the Lot valley. The sun would be setting. 
I would be sat in front of the charcoal barbeque cooking 
duck breast and vegetable parcels wrapped in aluminium 
foil. My wife, Yvonne, would be topping up my glass of AOC 
Cahors wine (from a used plastic lemonade bottle – the 
wine comes straight from a large vat in the cellar and costs 
12 francs a bottle). Archie the dog would be at my feet. 
Absolute bliss!

What do you do on a typical Sunday?

I don’t think there is such a thing as a typical Sunday. 
However, I particularly enjoy preparing a family meal using 
only things I have grown, reared or caught. 

One food I really like is…

Please see my answer to the previous question.

My favourite music is…

The internet tells me I am an eclectic… or someone 
“deriving ideas, style, or taste from a broad and diverse 
range of sources”. 

 
If you would like to take part in this column or would like to nominate 
someone please contact Naomi.Gilling@cdhb.health.nz. 
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Canterbury Grand Round
Friday, 11 May 2018 – 12.15pm to 1.15pm, with lunch from 
11.45am  
Venue: Rolleston Lecture Theatre

Speaker 1: Sarah Metcalf, Infectious Diseases 
“Antimicrobial Use at Christchurch Hospital. How do we 
measure up?”

In the era of ever-increasing antimicrobial resistance, 
antimicrobial stewardship programmes in healthcare 
settings are essential. In order to best inform future 
antimicrobial stewardship projects at Christchurch 
Hospital we have undertaken work to better understand 
our antimicrobial usage. Results from that work will be 
presented.

Speaker 2: TBA, Haematology

Chair: Ruth Spearing

It is requested out of politeness to the speaker(s), that 
people do not leave half way through the Grand Rounds

This talk will be uploaded to the staff intranet within 
approximately two weeks

Video Conference set up in:

 › Burwood Meeting Room 2.3b
 › Wakanui Room, Ashburton
 › Administration Building, Hillmorton
 › The Princess Margaret Hospital, Riley Lounge
 › Pegasus, Room 1.02

All staff and students welcome

Next is – Friday, 18 May 2018 
Rolleston Lecture Theatre

Convener: Dr R L Spearing (ruth.spearing@cdhb.health.nz)

South Island Alliance update
The latest bimonthly update from the South Island Alliance Programme Office 
is out now. Read about how an invitation to attend a community hui led Nelson 
Marlborough Health Kaumatua Archdeacon Andy Joseph to his own diagnosis. The 
hui was part of Nelson Marlborough Health's He Huarahi Matepukupuku project, 
which aims to improve access to cancer services and outcomes for Māori people.

There’s also a guest editorial by Chair of the South Island Mental Health and 
Addiction Services Service Level Alliance Heather Casey, who reflects on a recent 
experience and issues a challenge for us all – to reflect on our own attitudes and 
behaviours, and to consider carefully the language we use.

You can read more here.

Updated GP and Medical Centres 
Directory 
The latest issue of the GP Directory (Issue 45) is now available on the handbooks intranet page (Workday Essentials/
CDHB Policies and Documentation/Handbooks) and through Supply, Oracle # 153356.

mailto:ruth.spearing@cdhb.health.nz
https://www.sialliance.health.nz/
http://cdhbdepartments/corporate/documentmanagement/CDHB Libraries/Policies and procedures%2c guidelines%2c protocols%2c staff information etc/GP-Directory-520.pdf
http://cdhbintranet/corporate/cdhbpoliciesanddocumentation/SitePages/Handbooks.aspx
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Vaccine trial for pregnant women
The University of Otago, in collaboration with Christchurch Women’s Hospital, is currently recruiting pregnant women for a 
clinical trial of a new RSV (respiratory syncytial virus) immunisation. 

RSV is the virus that causes bronchiolitis in babies and infants, frequently leading to hospital admission. The vaccine or 
placebo is given to women during the third trimester of pregnancy to protect their babies from severe RSV infection. 

This trial is an international study that will determine the efficacy of the vaccine for protecting babies against RSV. 
Christchurch is one of four New Zealand sites taking part in this global trial, now coming into its third year of recruitment. 
Over 3000 women worldwide have received either vaccine or placebo to date, 150 of whom were recruited in New 
Zealand.

The study is looking to recruit interested, eligible pregnant women, from now until the beginning of July. Potential 
participants will need to be:

 › Due to give birth between 3 April to 1 August 2018 
 › Aged between 18-40 years old
 › In good general physical health
 › Singleton pregnancies.

The study is keen to discuss the trial in more detail if you are interested in participating, or know someone who is, and 
answer all your questions. 

Please contact Di Leishman, Research Midwife, to arrange a meeting: 

email: di.leishman@otago.ac.nz or phone: 3644 631

The Parking Spot
Durham Street, between Lichfield and Tuam Streets, will soon be 
permanently two-way. This will improve access to car parking in the 
central city. More details are available at the following link. 

https://www.otakaroltd.co.nz/assets/Projects/ProjectWorkNotices/
AAC-Durham-Street-two-way-DL-flyer-20180305-for-the-web.pdf 

P&
R

P
The Parking 

Spot

mailto:di.leishman@otago.ac.nz
https://www.otakaroltd.co.nz/assets/Projects/ProjectWorkNotices/AAC-Durham-Street-two-way-DL-flyer-20180305-for-the-web.pdf 
https://www.otakaroltd.co.nz/assets/Projects/ProjectWorkNotices/AAC-Durham-Street-two-way-DL-flyer-20180305-for-the-web.pdf 
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The Calderdale Framework 
Invites you to a foundation training day for health professionals  

Tuesday 29th May 2018 
9.00 am – 3.00 pm 

Bungy Room, Print Place 

Presenters: 
Vicki Prout, Jennifer Kim, Sarah Shaw, Lynne Henderson 

RSVP to Jill.wreford@cdhb.health.nz 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

This session is an introduction to a structured, patient-focused workforce development 
model that has been used in the UK and Australia. The Calderdale Framework focuses on 
helping service areas evaluate what are the profession specific tasks for their clinical area, 
and what can be skill shared or delegated to best meet the needs of the patient. The 
Calderdale Framework has been selected by the South Island Directors of Allied Health as 
the skill sharing and delegation tool of choice. 
 

Please bring your own lunch. 
Be quick - Spaces are limited! 
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2018 Athol Mann Memorial Lecture

Vitamin C – A simple solution to 
some complex problems

Professor Margreet Vissers 
and Dr Anitra Carr 
University of Otago

Prof Margreet Vissers is a senior health research scientist based at the University of Otago, 
Christchurch, leading a research team investigating vitamin C and its many functions in the body. 

Vitamin C has potential as a support for enzymes involved with cancer cell survival and
metabolism, epigenetic programming, immune cell function, hormone synthesis and energy 
production. Oxidant stress occurs as a consequence of our existence in an oxygen-rich 
environment and is the cause of many of the diseases of aging and the development of chronic 
diseases like heart disease, arthritis and cancer. 

Antioxidants protect against these conditions and Assoc Prof Vissers’ research has led to the 
discovery of new roles for food-based antioxidants in the maintenance of good health and disease 
prevention.

Dr Anitra Carr is a Sir Charles Hercus Health Research Fellow in the Department of Pathology at 
the University of Otago’s Christchurch School of Medicine. Following a PhD at the University of 
Otago, Christchurch, Dr Carr obtained an American Heart Association Post-doctoral Fellowship. 

Dr Carr has received funding from the Health Research Council of New Zealand and the 
Canterbury Medical Research Foundation to undertake research into the role of vitamin C in 
severe infection, including pneumonia and sepsis. Dr Carr hopes to not only elucidate the 
underlying mechanisms of action of vitamin C, but to also improve the outcomes of patients with 
these conditions.

Please join us at 6.00pm at the Rolleston Theatre, Otago Medical School, 
Christchurch. Thursday 24th May, 2018 for this free public lecture. 
Refreshments will be served

Registrations essential
Please email

kate@cmrf.org.nz - call on 3531 243 or 
visit www.cmrf.org.nz/events to register online
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Christchurch Campus Quality & Patient Safety Team

Invitation to all staff

QUALITY & PATIENT
SAFETY PRESENTATION

Come and join us for 30 minutes 

TOPIC: One Patient at a Time 
Video Presentation by: Dr David Feinberg 

During his tenure as President, Dr. David Feinberg took 
patient satisfaction scores in the UCLA healthcare 
system from the 38th percentile to the 99th percentile, 
and even then he kept pushing to improve patient 
service. Named as one of the 100 Most Influential People 
in Healthcare, Dr. Feinberg currently serves as the 
director of the Geisinger Healthcare System, a 
Pennsylvania-based network that spans 9 hospitals and 
1200 physicians. 

An attendance record sheet will be provided.
A link to the presentation can also be provided

Please contact Shona.MacMillan@cdhb.health.nz, Quality Manager

Venue: Oncology Lecture Theatre 
Date: Thursday 10th May 2018 
Time: 1.15 to 1.45 pm (note different start time) 
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                       Address: 3/49 Sir William Pickering Drive, Burnside, Christchurch Postal Address: PO Box 20567, Christchurch 8543 
                     Ph: 03 379 2590 or 0800 444 776  Email: admin@dementiacanterbury.org.nz  Website: www.dementiacanterbury.org.nz 

 

 
 

Community Education Seminar 
 

Tuesday 22nd May 2018 - Evening 
 

 
For adult children of people with dementia 

 
Find out more about the impact of dementia on families, including 
changing roles and managing conflicts, plus a word on genetic 
inheritance and dementia 
 
Dr Matthew Croucher, Consultant Psychiatrist, Older Persons Mental Health, 
will discuss these common queries that face us when a parent (or other close 
relative) develops a dementia, whether the relative lives in Canterbury or 
elsewhere. There will be time for questions. 
 

But please ensure you register for this session, as space is limited. 
 
 
 
Date:             Tuesday 22nd May 2018 
Time:             7.00 pm – 8.30 pm 
Venue: Seminar Room  

Unit 3, 49 Sir William Pickering Drive, Burnside 
 (the building behind “Café 43 Degrees”) 
 
 Evening parking available on site 
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Healthy volunteers wanted as controls for 

irritable bowel syndrome (IBS) research 
 

If you are aged between 18-70 years old, healthy, live in Christchurch, have no issues with 
your gastrointestinal health and are interested to be part of the study please get in contact 

with the Research team to get more information.  

This research project aims to identify the causes and mechanisms of IBS. We are looking at 
different aspects of your everyday life and how they are associated with your (or lack of) 

gastrointestinal symptoms. We are looking to recruit people who have been diagnosed as 
having IBS (cases) to be part of this observational study. However, we also need people who 

do not have irritable bowel syndrome who can act as controls for this research. This 
research is very important as there is very little knowledge about the causes of IBS. 

This study involves filling out questionnaires about your current health and quality of life, 
keeping a food and symptom diary for 3 days and collecting some biological samples. There 
is only one meeting with the research team for 15 minutes. Your help will be rewarded with 

a $20 petrol voucher. 
 

For more details please contact: 
Research Assistants  

COMFORT Research Team 
University of Otago, Christchurch 

comfortcohort@gmail.com 
(03) 364 1788 

This project has been reviewed and approved by the HDEC. Reference: 16/NTA/21
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GOOD PRIVACY MEANS A CULTURE OF RESPECT 

Tools change: values remain

Make good privacy practice

just the way we do things around here

7 – 11 MAY 2018
Awareness Week
Privacy
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Grab your running shoes 
and your workmates.  
Register today!  

Corporate 
Challenge

Be a part of the ASB 
Christchurch Marathon 
Corporate Challenge
All entrants will enjoy exclusive food and beverage 
discounts, opportunities to win over $1,000 of 
corporate hospitality and dining vouchers, plus $10 
from every race fee will go to Ronald McDonald House. 

Visit ChristchurchNZ.com for info or register via 
email: corporatechallenge@christchurchnz.com

Sunday  
3 June 2018


